**Cockpit Windows**
- Open window
- Throw escape rope through either window
- Sit on window frame, head out
- Lower head and upper body, then turn legs down towards the ground

**Fire Extinguisher**
**Operation**
- Lift carrying handle
- Press down safeguard
- Keep extinguisher upright
- Depress trigger
- Empty at once at base of fire
- After extinguished, cool with liquid
- Distance 2 to 1.5 meters
- Discharge time 7 seconds

There is a pair of fire gloves with each extinguisher.

**Oxygen Bottles**
**Operation**
- Connect mask to outlet
- Secure bottle, check flow
- Pull mask on
- Time check
- Inform CMD
- Oxygen required
- Take mask off
- Close ON/OFF knob
- Disconnect mask
- Store equipment
- Entry into aircraft log

**Duration**
- LOW: 20 min
- HIGH: 40 min

**Emergency Equipment / Doors**
- **CMD Duties**
  - Initiate preparation / evacuation
  - Assist and direct
  - Check all Pax out
  - Leave via aft doors

- **COPilot Duties**
  - Open forward doors if required
  - Leave via forward doors
  - Assist and direct Pax on ground
direct them away from aircraft

- **Entrance / Service Doors**
  - **C1**
    - AMBU BAG
    - UPK
  - **C2**
  - **COMP 1**
    - AMBU BAG
    - UPK
  - **COMP 2**
    - DEPI, RESP. MASK
    - EMER MEDICAL KIT
    - RESTRAINT KIT
  - **COMP 3**
    - AMBU BAG
    - UPK
  - **COMP 4**
    - DEPI, RESP. MASK
    - RESTRAINT KIT
  - **COMP 5**
    - DEPI, RESP. MASK
    - RESTRAINT KIT
  - **COMP 6**
    - DEPI, RESP. MASK
    - RESTRAINT KIT
  - **COMP 7**
    - DEPI, RESP. MASK
    - RESTRAINT KIT

- **Emergency Opening**
- **Emergency Opening**
  - Yellow door selector
  - Slide in fuselage below door

- **Cabin Emergency Exit Doors**
  - **A320**
    - Yellow door selector
    - Slide in fuselage below door

- **COmmander Duties**
  - Initiate preparation / evacuation
  - Assist and direct
  - Check all Pax out
  - Leave via aft doors

- **JaCkpot Duties**
  - Open forward doors if required
  - Leave via forward doors
  - Assist and direct Pax on ground
  - Direct them away from aircraft

- **Take mobile phone, NOTOC, Loadsheet**

- **First Aid**
  - IOM, N, O
  - Connect mask to outlet
  - Secure bottle, check flow
  - Pull mask on
  - Check time
  - Inform CMD
  - Oxygen required
  - Take mask off
  - Close ON/OFF knob
  - Disconnect mask
  - Store equipment
  - Entry into aircraft log

- **PBE**
  - Remove cover, take PBE out
  - Pull red tag to open bag
  - Place hands inside, visor down
  - Pull PBE over head
  - Make sure neck seal fits
  - Pull both straps sharply forward
  - Pull straps backward

- **MalfUnctions**
  - Starter candle fails:
    - Lift neck seal, inhale deeply, release neck seal and exhale
    - Smoke inside PBE
    - Check proper fit of neck seal
    - Wear in the neck seal or hood
    - Put another PBE
  - Mist visor
  - Adjust oral nasal mask cone

- **Oxygen Bottles**
  - Determine position
  - Make sure that the four-position rotary switch knob is in the "ARM" position
  - Place the beacon into water
  - Beacon will operate automatically

- **Operation on Water**
  - 4-pos switch on "XMT"
  - Duration: 48 h
  - Frequencies: 121.5, 243.0, 406.025 MHz